This addendum provides knowledge center-specific parameters that can be used with Issue Lab’s application programming interface (API) to provide you with all or a portion of the data contained in your knowledge center. Please see the “Issue Lab API Guide”, available at https://issuelab.org/api, for complete details about our API.

**Parameters**

We offer three API parameters specific to knowledge center data:

1) `kc`
2) `kc_featured`
3) `kc_cat`

Use these parameters together to make requests targeting specific knowledge center content. You can also use these parameters in conjunction with the general API parameters such as “issues”, “pub_date”, “number”, “sort”, etc. Please see the “Issue Lab API Guide” for complete details.

**Note:** All examples in this section use “your-key” to indicate where an API key is required, and “your-kc” to indicate the knowledge center to retrieve data from. To receive data, please replace “your-key” with your actual API key, and “your-kc” with your knowledge center’s URL, sans .issuelab.org. In other words, if your knowledge center resides at https://xyz.issuelab.org, you would use “xyz” in place of “your-kc” in the following API request examples.
**Parameter: kc**

Optional

Using the “kc” parameter requests all data that is available in your knowledge center.

Example:

Fetch all records available in my knowledge center in json format:
https://data.issuelab.org/fetch/key/your-key/format/json/kc/your-kc

**Parameter: kc_featured**

Optional

Use the “kc_featured” parameter to request everything that is featured in your knowledge center.

Example:

Fetch all records in XML format that are currently featured in my knowledge center:
https://data.issuelab.org/fetch/key/your-key/format/xml/kc/your-kc/kc_featured/yes

**Parameter: kc_cat**

Optional

Use the “kc_cat” parameter to request everything in your knowledge center categorized under a specific custom category.

Example:

Fetch all records in json format that I have applied the “my-category” category to:
https://data.issuelab.org/fetch/key/your-key/format/json/kc/your-kc/kc_cat/my-category